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Caravan insurance specialist launches
YouTube channel for caravanners
Cover4Caravans.co.uk - the caravan insurance specialists - have launched a
new YouTube channel aimed at helping both experienced and fledging
caravanners alike with a series of useful videos.
The YouTube channel will feature helpful videos around caravan insurance,
including what influences the cost of the cover; the importance of security
and storage; and what the different caravan insurance documentation means.
To launch the channel, there is also an in-depth beginners' guide to
caravanning with caravan bloggers Richard Easy and Trevor Webdale from
website (Get Your) Legs Down, two dedicated caravanners who already run a
lively video and blog community.
Richard Burgess, Director at Cover4Caravans, says: “We always knew that
video was going to form a major part of our strategy to help inform our
customers about caravan insurance. Our new YouTube channel puts all our
videos in one place and not only informs its visitors, but inspires too!
“We have worked with Trev and Rich before, as we sponsor their TwitterCamp
initiative and we have always found the guys very knowledgeable and down
to earth. We also share their site reviews and site approach videos on our
website, which have proven useful for caravanners.
“We have plans to create a lot more video content with the guys in 2018”
Rich from Legs Down adds: “We are excited to be working with

Cover4Caravans. It feels like we are helping a new wave of caravanners enjoy
this hobby.We are looking forward to working with Richard and the team to
provide some great information.”
The channel can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoovxzOlGF7P9C00siAQ8ag.

About Cover4Caravans
With roots going back to 1946, our clients can benefit from over 70 years’ of
experience in the caravan insurance marketplace. We are independent
intermediaries and act on behalf of our clients in arranging their caravan
insurances. Our service include advising clients on their insurance needs,
arranging insurance cover with insurers to meet those requirements and help
with any ongoing changes that have to be made to your caravan insurance
policies.

